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News, Trends, And Short Takes
Vietnam To Launch Mobile TV Service

Vietnam Multimedia Corporation C.') was scheduled to
offer the country's first broadcasting television service on
mobiles beginning December in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City
before going nationwide by 2008. The corporation plans to run
the service on a trial basis to test technical systems and content
via eight television broadcasting channels and four radio chan-
nels to provide both foreign and domestic content. The four radio
channels will include two from Voice of Vietnam (VoV) and two
others by VTC offering mostly music. The service will also
include video on demand on a pay -per -view basis.

The company started commercializing the PayTV service
after a year -long pilot network using digital video broadcast-
ing -handheld (DVB-H) technology, the first service provider to
do so in the Asia Pacific region and the second in the world after
Italy. The plan was announced a month after the corporation
signed a technical support agreement with Nokia to ensure the
service was received by Nokia's Nseries DVB-H-enabled mul-
timedia devices, including Nokia N92, at the highest end.

Sri Lanka Suspends Private Radio
Channel For Broadcasting

"Sexually Explicit" Programs
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Sri Lanka suspended a private radio channel for broadcast-
ing "sexually explicit" programs about young people's person-
al problems. The Sinhalese -language Raja FM channel was shut
down because it ignored requests to drop the program called
"Three Hours with Sumali," the government's information
department said. "It has been proved beyond doubt that these
programs are aimed at corrupting the young, especially the chil-
dren, and to harm the dignity of women," the department said
in a statement. There was no immediate comment from the sta-
tion, but journalists there said they had used a professional psy-
chologist to answer listeners' queries. There is no censorship in
Sri Lanka, but the Paris -based media watchdog, Reporters with-
out Borders (RSF) this week said Sri Lanka was one of the most
dangerous places for journalists.

Vietnam To Try Americans As Terrorists
In Alleged Radio Plot

Vietnam ll try three naturalized U.S. citizens on terrorism
charges over an alleged plot to use radio transmitters to take
over state airwaves and call for an uprising against the
Communist government. Vietnamese -born Thuong Nguyen
"Cuc" Foshee and Le Van Binh, both of Florida, and Huynh
Bich Lien "Linda" of California, are scheduled to stand trial in
the Ho Chi Minh City People's Court along with four
Vietnamese nationals.

The defendants are accused of bringing 14 radio transmitters
and five generators into Vietnam in early 2005, allegedly plan-
ning to electronically seize control of the Voice of Vietnam Radio
and call for an uprising against the government, according to

Nhan Dan, the official Communist Party newspaper. The gov-
ernment would not elaborate on how the alleged radio jamming
could be interpreted as a deadly act, which it did, but the Nhan
Dan article briefly mentioned that the alleged plot also involved
plans to "jam and disturb" aviation radio communication.

The UN Radio Starts Broadcasts
In Russia Via WRN

The Russian service of the UN radio has started to broadcast
in Moscow, the Moscow Region and St. Petersburg through the
World Radio Network. The 15 -minute UN news and thematic
programs will include comments of the Permanent
Representative of the Russian Federation to the UN in New
York. The broadcasts are available three times a day: at 9 a.m.,
11:15 a.m., and 11:30 p.m. on weekdays plus 6 a.m., 8:15 a.m.,
and 8:30 p.m. on weekends (all times local).

Brazil Moving Aggressively
With HD Radio Rollout
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iBiquity Digital Corporation, the developer and licenser of
digital HD radio technology, has announced that Brazilian broad-
casters have formed the "Brazilian Alliance for Digital Radio"
to promote and support the deployment of HD Radio technolo-
gy in that country. The announcement is the latest development
in the country's increasingly rapid adoption of the HD Radio sys-
tem. There are 16 stations in Brazil broadcasting with HD Radio
technology to a coverage area of 30 million people.

The Brazilian Alliance for Digital Radio is composed of the
major broadcast groups: the Brazilian Association of Radio
and Television Broadcasters (ABERT), the Association of
Broadcasters of Sao Paulo (AESP), and other Brazilian groups,
including Sistema Globo de Radio; Sistema Clube de Radio;
Rede Record; Rede Itatiaia; Grupo Bandeirantes de
Comunicacao; Rede RBS; Rede Energia; and Grupo 0 Estado
de Sao Paulo e Rede CBS. Substantial HD Radio field test data
obtained from these major radio networks was presented at the
recent Brazilian society of Engineering of Television and
Telecommunications (SET) convention. In addition, numerous
HD Radio operation reports have been presented to Brazilian
regulatory authorities.

Brazil, and South America in general, has been among the
leaders in the international rollout of HD Radio technology.
KISS FM in Sao Paulo was one of the first radio stations out-
side the United States to begin HD radio broadcasting when it
went on the air in September 2005. Chilean broadcast equip-
ment manufacturer Continental Lensa also recently became the
first licensed HD radio broadcast equipment manufacturer out-
side of North America.

In addition to Brazil and the United States, the list of coun-
tries deploying or testing HD Radio technology now includes
Australia, Canada, France, Indonesia, Mexico, New Zealand,
Philippines, Poland, Switzerland, Thailand, and Ukraine.
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